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1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
Let G be a finite group. By using transfer methods, several authors have 
determined sufficient conditions for G to have a nontrivial Abelian factor 
group [9, Chapter 141. In this paper we establish some sufficient conditions 
for G to have a nontrivial center or a nontrivial normal subgroup of odd order. 
For every finite group G, let Z(G) be the center of G. Following Brauer 
[I, 21, we define the COY~ of G, K(G), to be the largest normal subgroup of 
odd order in G, and we say that G is core-free if K(G) = 1. Define Z*(G) 
to be the subgroup of G containing K(G) for which Z*(G)/K(G) = 
Z(G/K(G)). Note that Z*(G) = Z(G) if G is core-free. For every pair of 
subgroups J and K of G, denote the centralizer and normalizer of J in K 
by CK(J) and NK(J), respectively. Similarly, denote by C,(x) the centralizer 
in K of an element x of G. The main result of this paper is the following 
proposition: 
THEOREM 4. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of a finite group G. Suppose 
x E S. A necessary and sujkient condition for x to lie outside Z*(G) is that 
there exist an element g of G and an Abelian subgroup U of S with the following 
properties: 
(a) g normalizes U and Cs( U); 
(b) xEUandg-lxg#x; 
(c) U is generated by the elements y-l xy, y running through 
N&u) n ~&S(U)); and 
(d) the exponent of U equals the order of x. 
Moreover, if x 4 Z*(G), we may choose g to have odd prime-power or& if 
x E Z(S) and to lie in S if x 6 Z(S). 
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COROLLARY 1. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of a finite group G. Suppose 
x E S. A necessary and suficient condition for x $2*(G) is that there exist 
y E C,(x) such that y is conjugate to x in G and y # x. 
Theorem 4 follows from some results of Burnside and from the following 
special case of Theorem 4: 
THEOREM 1. Let r be an element of order two in a$nitegroup G. A necessary 
and su.&mt condition for 7 to lie in Z*(G) is that, for every g E G, g-%-lgr 
have odd order. 
Theorem 1 originated as a conjecture in loop theory (pp. 374375 of 8); 
a special case was proved by B. Fischer in [6; Satz 4.1, p. 2981. Our proof 
of Theorem 1 requires some theorems of Brauer on group characters and a 
nonsimplicity criterion proved by Brauer and Suzuki. It may happen that 
an analogue of our results holds for an arbitrary prime p in place of 2; we 
discuss this possibility briefly in Section 5. In Section 6 we apply Theorem 4 
to show that certain 2-groups can not occur as Sylow 2-subgroups of simple 
groups. 
All groups considered in this paper will be finite. Let G be a finite group. 
We denote the order of G by ] G 1. Suppose J, K,... are elements or non- 
empty subsets of G; then (J, K,...) is the subgroup of G that they generate. 
If J and K are subsets of G, we write J C K (J C K) to indicate that J is 
a subgroup (a proper subgroup) of K. The exponent of G is the smallest 
positive integer r such that x r = 1 for all x E G. An element of order two 
in G is called an involution. Suppose G is a group of order 2”, n > 3; then 
G is called a generalized quaternion group if it is generated by two elements 
x and y with defining relations 
Suppose G is a p-group for some prime p. For every positive integer n, 
Q,(G) denotes the subgroup of G generated by all the elements of G having 
order at most pn. In many cases, the exponent of Q,(G) is larger than p”; 
however, if G is Abelian, J&(G) consists of all the elements of G of order 
at most pm. 
2. LEMMAS ABOUT ~-SUBGROUPS 
LEMMA 1. Let 7 and CJ be involutions in a finite group G, and let H = 
<r, a>. Take x = TU. Then (x) is a subgroup of index two in H and?-1x7 
= u-lx u = x-l. If x has odd order, then 7 and u are conjugate in H. 
Proof. First, +x 7 = T-1(7 ,+ = cg- = 0+-l = x-1=o-1~-1=o-17 
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= a+(~ CJ)U = u-?x a. Thus (x) is a normal subgroup of H. Since H = 
(7, a) = (7, x), (x) has index at most two in H. If (x) = H, 7 and u 
coincide with the unique involution in H, but then H = (x) = (TU) = 
(T”> = 1, a contradiction. 
Suppose x has odd order 2n - 1. Then X%X-~ = P(U-lx-%)u = 
X"(6lxu)-% = xyx-l)-% = X% = x0 = (TU) u = 7. 
The author thanks Professor J. Thompson for pointing out the following 
result. 
LEMMA 2. Let T be an involution in a $nite group G, and let S be a Sylow 
2-subgroup of G that contains r. The follozuihg statements are equivalent: 
(i) For every g E G, g-%-lgr has odd order. 
(ii) No element of S that is different from r is conjugate to 7 in G. 
Proof. Assume (i). Suppose g E G and g-%g E S. Then g-%-lg.7 = 
(g-%g)T E S, and g-lr-lgr has odd order. So gmlTmlgT = 1, and consequently 
g-lTg = 7. 
Assume (ii). Let g E G and define (r = g-lTg = g-lT-lg and w = UT. 
Let w have order mn, where m is one or a power of two and n is odd. Take 
r = &(n. + 1) and h = w-~uzF’. Then h = (gW’)-lT(gWr) and, by Lemma 1, 
hT = w-‘~‘Q- = W-r(u-lW++,T r W-2ru~ = W-2rW = W+. 
Hence h2 = T2 = 1, and the order of hT is one or some power of two. 
By Lemma 1, (h, T) is a 2-group. Take k E G such that (h, T) c k-Wk. 
Then S contains khk-l and kTk-l. By (ii), khk-l = kTk-1 = 7. Hence 
h = 7, and w+ = hT = T2 = 1. Since n is odd, w has odd order. This 
proves (i). 
LEMMA 3. Let T be an involution in a Sylow 2-subgroup S of a jinite group 
G. If 7 is the only involution in S, then 7 E Z*(G). In particular, if S is cyclic 
then G = SK(G). 
Proof. By a well-known theorem [9, p. 1891, S is either a cyclic group 
or a generalized quaternion group. Let G = G/K(G); note that K(G) = 1 
and that S is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
Suppose S is a cyclic group. Since the automorphism group of S is a 
2-group, S is contained in the center of its normalizer. By a theorem of 
Burnside [9, p. 2031, G = SK(G). 
Suppose S is a generalized quaternion group. By a theorem of Brauer and 
Suzuki (Theorem 2 of 3), G has exactly one involution, which is obviously 
TK(G). Since every conjugate of an involution is an involution, TIC(G) lies 
in the center of G. Thus 7 E Z*(G). 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
In this section we require some results of Brauer on the theory of group 
characters. Let G be a finite group. An (irreducible) complex character of G 
is a character of an (irreducible) finite-dimensional representation of G over 
the complex field. As in [4], page 588, we associate an (irreducible) Brauer 
character with every (irreducible) finite-dimensional representation of G 
over an algebraically closed field of characteristic two. Each Brauer character 
is a complex-valued function defined on the elements of odd order in G; 
Brauer characters are sometimes called modular characters. 
We define a block (for the prime two) as in [I], page 153; that is, we consider 
each block to be a set of irreducible complex characters and irreducible 
Brauer characters. Let &, be the principal irreducible complex character, 
i.e., the character defined by <a(g) = 1 f or everyg E G. The 2-block containing 
&, is called the principal 2-block of G and is denoted by B,(G). 
LEMMA 4. Let G be a finite group. Assume VT is an involution in G. Suppose 
that ti is an irreducible complex character of G in B,(G) and that +1 , & , . . . 
are the distinct Brauer characters in B,(Co(rr)). Then there exist algebraic 
integers di, , di, ,..., with the property that 
(1) 
for every element v of odd order in Go(n). (These integers depend upon r.) 
Proof. Corollary 4, page 159, of [I]. 
LEMMA 5. Let G be a Jinite group. Then K(G) is contained in the kernel 
of each Brauer character in B,(G). 
Proof. See Theorem 2, pages 156-157 of [Z]. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose 1 is a complex character of a finite group G. If g E G 
and t(g) = c(l), then g is in the kernel of 5. 
Proof. This follows from Corollary 30.11, page 212, of [q. 
LEMMA 7. Let u and ~1 be elements of afinite group G such that 02 = ~2 = 1. 
Suppose t.~ is not conjugate to (T in G. Then 
where the sum is taken over all the complex characters tr in B,,(G). 
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Proof. This is a special case of the corollary on page 302 of [IO]. Note 
that &(o) always equals its complex conjugate, &(c-I), because a = u-l. 
THEOREM 1. Let T be an involution in a finite group G. A necesmy and 
su$kient condition for r to lie in Z*(G) is that, for every g E G, g+-lgr have 
odd order. 
Proof. If T E Z*(G) and g E G, then g-%-igr has odd order. 
We prove the converse by induction on the order of G. Assume the 
converse is false, and let G be a counterexample of minimal order. Thus 
g-+lgT has odd order for every g E G, but T $2*(G). Let S be a Sylow 
2-subgroup of G that contains 7. Note that Theorem 1 applies to every 
proper subgroup of G that contains r; also, that it applies to every factor 
group of G with respect to a non-identity normal subgroup that does not 
contain 7. 
The proof is divided into seven steps. 
(I) Let N be any normal subgroup of G. Then K(N) = 1. 
Proof. Since K(N) is a characteristic subgroup of N, K(N) is a normal 
subgroup of G. Hence K(N) C K(G). We shall show that K(G) = 1. 
Let G = G/K(G) and? = 7K(G). Clearly K(G) = 1, so Z*(G) = Z(G). 
If K(G) # 1, then by induction hypothesis 7 E Z(G); consequently, T E Z*(G), 
contrary to assumption. 
(II). Let rr be an involution in G. Then Cc(r) is a proper subgroup of G. 
Proof. Suppose Co(n) = G. This means r E Z(G). Thus rr # 7. Since 
(S, rr> is a 2-group, n E S. Let G = G/(rr), S = Sj<r>, and 7 = T (rr). 
By induction hypothesis, ? is an element of Z*(G). 
Let M be the subgroup of G such that M contains (rr) and M/(T) = K(G). 
Now, (r) is a Sylow 2-group of M. By (I) and Lemma 3, M = (r)K(M) 
= (n). Thus K(G) = 1, Z*(G) = Z(G), and +E.Z(G). Let ge G. 
Then gmlT-‘gT lies in (7r) and has odd order; therefore c’T-‘gT = 1, and 
T-“gT = g. Since g is arbitrary, 7 E Z(G) c Z*(G), contrary to hypothesis. 
(III) S contains an involution different from 7. 
Proof. Otherwise, by Lemma 3, 7 would be in Z*(G). 
(IV) 7 lies in the center of S. 
Proof. Let g E S. Then g-l -l g-lT-lgT = 1. Thus T-‘gT = g.T gT has odd order and lies in S. Hence 
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(V) Let o be an involution in S different from 7. Let T’ and u’ be any con- 
jugates in G of 7 and 0, respectively. Take any complex character & in B,(G). 
Then ci(~‘o’) = ti(,u). 
Proof. Take g E G such that r’ = g-lrg. Let h = gu’g-‘. Then r’u’ = 
(g-%g)(giXg) = g-i(rh)g. Since 5, is constant on each conjugate class of 
G, ti(7’a’) = I. 
Let x = TX. Suppose x has odd order; by Lemma 1, T is conjugate to h 
and hence to O, contrary to hypothesis. Therefore x has even order. Let 
2n be the order of X. Define r = xn and H = Co(m). Then w has order two. 
By Lemma 1, 7 and h lie in H because 
T-ITT = T-Q7 = (7-lx7)n = x-n zzz n-1 = 77 
and similarly h-W = rr. 
By (II), H is a proper subgroup of G. Hence by induction hypothesis 
x2 = (~h)~ I T2x2 = 1, modulo K(H). 
So x2 has odd order. Since x has order 2n, n is odd. Let et, = WX. Then v,-, E H 
and 
vO = xnx = xn+l = 1, modulo K(H). 
By Lemma 5, &(vs) = $j(l) f or every Brauer character & of B,(H). Con- 
sequently Eq. (1) of Lemma 4 yields 
Lxx) = Si(mJ = c 4hW = c 4rMl) = LW 
j j 
Now let p = 73~. Then p2 = T2r2 = 1 and 
/J E M S TXn S TX = TT~ E A, modulo K(H). 
Therefore, 4 has odd order. By Lemma 1, p is conjugate to h and hence to cr. 
Thus we have 
where p is conjugate to u and p centralizes T. Take g E G such that p = g-lug. 
Then 7 E Co(p) and g-%g EgwlcG(u)g = Co(p). Since (g-%g)T has odd 
order, by Lemma 1 there exists h E Co(p) such that 7 = h-l(g-%g)h. Let 
k = g/z. Then 
k-+u)k = (k-%k)(k-‘uk) = T(k-bk) 
= T(h+-%7gh) = T(k-l/&k) = Tp. 
As ti is constant on each conjugate class of G, 
<i(T’U’) = ci(T/.L) = <i(TU). 
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(VI) Let & be a complex character in B,,(G), and let (I be an involution in 
S that is different from 7. If &(a) # 0 and & # I&, then &(T) = --t,(l). 
Proof. We operate in the group ring of G over the complex field. Let 
go Pi?1 >gz ,.-.7 g, be a sequence of elements of G that includes one representative 
from each conjugate class of G. Assume the ordering is chosen so that 
go = 1, g, = 7, and gs = a. For each j = 0, 1, 2 ,..., I, let hi be the number 
of conjugates of gj in G and let Kj be the sum (in the group ring) of all the 
conjugates of gj in G. 
Let ti be a complex character in B,(G). Now [9, pp. 276-2771 there exist 
. . 
non-negative Integers a, , a, , . . . , a7 such that 
and for these integers we have 
We define fi = &(~)/{~(l) for each x E G. By (V), 5&j) = &(Tu) whenever 
aj # 0. Hence 
This equation holds for & = co , when we have f7 = fO = frO = 1. Thus 
h,h, = C a,hj . 
So, for any complex character & in B,(G), 
Since TU, like u, is an involution in S that is different from 7, we have similarly 
f7fs = f7tTO) = fv- Hence 
Now suppose that &(a) # 0 and & # to . Then fO = &(u)/&(l) # 0. 
So v7)2 = 1, and fi = f 1. That is, we have &(T) = & t,(l). Assume 
that &(T) = &(l). Let N be the kernel of the character ci. Since 
ti # co, N is a proper normal subgroup of G. By Lemma 6, T E N. By 
(I), K(N) = 1. Therefore, by induction hypothesis, 7 lies in the center of N. 
Take g E G. Then g-lT-‘g has order two and lies in N. Hence (g-‘T-‘gT)” = 
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(g-+1g)272 = 1. Since g-%-igT has odd order, g-%-lg.7 = 1, so r-‘gT = g. 
Thus 7 lies in the center of G, which violates (II). This contradiction shows 
that &(T) f &(I>, so C,(T) = -54). 
(VII) Step (VI) yields a contradiction. 
Proof. Let 0 be an involution in S different from T. By Lemma 7, 
0 = c L(UXi(7) = c 5iwxl), 
where we sum over all complex characters ti in B,(G). By step (VI) we have 
the contradiction 
2 = 50(4(50(4 + 5,(l)) =c 5i(4(5i(d + L(l)> 
= c li(U)L(T) + c CibMl) = 0. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
4. LEMMAS ABOUT P-SUBGROUPS 
The following lemmas stem from the work of Burnside. 
LEMMA 8. Let S be a Sylow subgroup of a finite group G, and let x and y 
be two elements of Z(S). If x and y are conjugate in G, then they are conjugate 
in No(S). 
Proof. This is a special case of Lemma 14.3.1, page 203, of [9]. 
LEMMA 9. Let p be a prime, and let P and S be Sylow p-subgroups of G. 
If Q is a subgroup of Z(S) and Q is a normal subgroup of P, then Q is contained 
in Z(P). 
Proof. Both P and S are subgroups of No(Q). Hence they are both Sylow 
p-subgroups of NG(Q). Therefore, they are conjugate in NG(Q). Since 
SC Co(Q) and since C,(Q) is a normal subgroup of No(Q), PC Co(Q). 
LEMMA 10. Let p be a prime. Suppose that a p-subgroup P of a finite group 
G is normal in a Sylow p-subgroup, S, but is not normal in some other Sylow 
p-subgroup that contains it. Then there exist a positive integer r and conjugate 
groups P = P1) Pz )..., P, with the following properties: 
(a) Y is greater than one and Y is not divisible by p; 
(b) PI , Pa ,..., Pr are all normal in PO = <PI, Pz ,..., PJ but are not 
all normal in any Sylow p-subgroup of G; 
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(4 Pl,P,,..., P, are a complete set of conjugates of P in No(P,); 
(d) N,(P,) is a Sylow p-subgroup of No(P,,) and C,(P,) is a Sylow p- 
su&oup of WP,); 
(e) P,CS; 
(f) Pl 9 Pz , . . ., P, are a complete set of conjugates of P in 
NG(PJ n Nc(Cs(PJ); and 
(g) there exists g E No(P,) n No(C,(P,)) such that the order of g is a 
power of a prime different from p and such that g does not normalize P. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.2.5, page 46, of [9], there exist an integer r and 
subgroups Q, ,Q1 ,...,Q7 such that (a), (b), and (c) hold (with Q1 = P and 
with Qi substituted for Pi , i = 0, l,..., r). Let H = No(Q,). By (a) and (c), 
N,(P) contains some Sylow p-subgroup Q of H. Let T be a Sylowp-subgroup 
of N,(P) that contains Q. Clearly, Q = NT(Q,,). Moreover, CT(QJ is a Sylow 
p-subgroup of CG(QO) b ecause CG(Qo) is a normal subgroup of NG(QO) and 
WQJ = Q n CG&?I& s ince S is a Sylow p-subgroup of NG(P), there exists 
g E No(P) such that S = g-ITg. The groups P = g-lQg, g-lQ&, . . . . g-lQ,g, 
and g-IQ& satisfy conditions (a), (b), (c), and (d). Hence we may take 
Pi = g-lQig for i = 0, I,..., Y. Since Pdv,(P,,) is a p-subgroup of g-IHg, (e) 
follows from (d). 
Let / = N,(P,,) n No(C,(P,,)). By (c), every conjugate of P in J must 
be one of the groups P, , 1 < i < r. Conversely, suppose 1 < i < r. Take 
h E No(P,) such that Pi = h-lPh. Then h-lC,(P,)h is a Sylow p-subgroup 
of C,(P,,). Hence there exists k E Co(P,) such that C,(P,) = h-l(h-lC,(P,,)h)h. 
Let g = hk; then g E J and g-1Pg = k-l(h-lPh)k = h-lPih = Pi . This 
completes the proof of (f). 
Now let t be a prime divisor of Y, and let T be a Sylow t-subgroup of J. 
By (a) and (f), t #p and T $ NJ(P). Th is completes the proof of (g) and 
thus of the lemma. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
Consider the following proposition, which follows directly from Lemma 2 
and Theorem 1: 
THEOREM 2. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of a finite group G. Suppose x 
is an involution in S that does not lie in Z*(G). Then there exirtsg E G such that 
g-lxg E S and g-lxg # x. 
In this section we prove that Theorem 4 follows from Theorem 2. Our 
derivation remains valid if we substitute any prime p for the prime two and 
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change our wording and notation accordingly. However, we have been 
unable so far to prove the analogue of Theorem 2 for any odd prime p. 
We first derive a generalization of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of a Jinite group G. Suppose 
x E Sand x q! Z*(G). Then there existsg E G such thatg-lxg E S andg-lxg # x. 
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on the sum of the order of 
x and the order of G. 
Assume that whenever g E G and g-lxg E S, then g-lxg = x. We will 
prove that x E Z*(G). Clearly, x E Z(S), and we may assume that x # 1. 
Let y = x2; then y E Z(S). 
Suppose there exists h E G such that h-lyh E S but h-lyh f: y. If h-lyh E 
Z(S), then by Lemma 8 there exists g E NG(S) such that g-lyg = h-ly/z # y. 
Since y = x2, g-‘xg # x. But this contradicts our hypothesis because 
g-lxg E S. Th ere ore f h-lyh 6 Z(S). Let P = (y), and let T = hSh-l. 
Since h-1Ph $ Z(S), P $ Z(T). By L emma 9, P is not a normal subgroup 
of T. Lemma IO now applies; take P,, and g as in parts (b) and (g). Since 
g-lPg # P, g-lyg # y. Hence g-lxg # x. But x EZ(S) C C,(P,,) and 
g E NG( C,(P,,)) ; consequently g-lxg E S, contrary to hypothesis. Thus h-lyh = 
y whenever h E G and h-lyh E S. By induction hypothesis, y E Z*(G). 
SupposeK(G) # 1. Let e = G/K(G), 3 = SK(G)/K(G), and f = xK(G). 
Take g E c such that g-?%z E 3. Let g be an element of G that lies in the coset 
g. Then g-lxg E K(G)S. S ince S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of K(G)S, we can 
choose k E K(G) and h E S such that (kh)-l(g-lxg)(kh) E S. Then, k-lg-lxgk E 
hSh-l = S. By hypothesis, k-lg-lxgk = x. Hence g-lxg = kxk-1, and 
g-l*&? = 2. By induction hypothesis, % E Z*(e) = Z(e); equivalently, 
x E Z*(G). Thus we may assume that K(G) = 1. 
From K(G) = I we have y E Z(G). Let (? = G/(y), 3 = S/(y), and 
f = x (y). Since y = x2 and x # 1, % is an involution. Suppose g E c and 
g-122 E 3. Let g be an element in the coset 2; then g-lxg E S (y) = S. Hence 
g-lxg = x, so g-l@ = f. By Theorem 2, R E Z*(e). 
Take MC G such that (y) c M and M/(y) = K(e). Since (y) is a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of M that lies in the center of M, M = (y>K(M), by 
Burnside’s Theorem [9, page 2031. Now, M is a normal subgroup of G, and 
K(M) is a characteristic subgroup of M; hence K(M) is a normal subgroup 
of G. Therefore, K(M) _C K(G) = 1, so M = (y) and K(c) = 1. Thus 
f E Z*(G) = Z(G), an d consequently (x, y) is a subgroup of S that is normal 
in G. Take any g E G; then g-lxg E S, so g-lxg = x. Therefore, x E Z(G) c 
Z*(G). This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 4. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of a finite group G. Suppose 
x E S. A necessary and su$%*e& condition for x to lie outside Z*(G) is that 
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there exist an element g of G and an Abelian subgroup U of S with the following 
properties : 
(a) g normalizes U and C,(U); 
(b) x E U and g-lxg # x; 
(c) U is generated by the elements y-lxy, y running through 
NO(~) n NG(CS(U)); and 
(d) the exponent of U equals the order of x. 
Moreover, if x $ Z*(G), we may choose g to have odd prime-power order if 
XEZ(S) and to lie in S if x$Z(S). 
Remark. If x 4 Z(S), it may not be possible to choose g to have odd order. 
For example, let G be the symmetric group of degree four (or five), and let 
x be any transposition. Similarly, for any odd prime p, let V be a vector 
space of dimension two over the field of 2~-l elements, and let D be a dihedral 
group of order 2p that consists of linear transformations of V. Then take 
x to be any involution outside V in the semi-direct product VD. As a third 
case, let x be any element of order four in the simple group of order 168. 
In each of these examples, S may be any Sylow 2-subgroup of G that contains 
x; then Swill have nilpotence class two and x will lie outside Z(S). 
Proof. Assume that g and U satisfy properties (a) through (d). Since 
1 # x-lg-lxg E S, x-lg-lxg has even order. Therefore x-lg-lxg # K(G), so 
x 4 Z*(G). 
Conversely, assume x 4 Z*(G). Let 2” be the order of x. We shall exhibit 
an element g and a subgroup U with the required properties. Suppose, 
first, that x $Z(S). Let V = C,(x). By Sylow’s Theorem (9, page 44), 
V C Ns( V)sC S. Take g E Ns( V) such that g 6 V. Let U be the subgroup 
of V generated by the elements y-%y, y running through No(V); then U 
is normalized by Nc( V), and in particular by g. Since x E J&(Z( V)), U C 
Q,(Z(V)). Hence U is Abelian and V = C,(x) = C,(U), which proves 
(c) and (d). Since g E No(V) and g 6 V, g normalizes C,(x) and g-lxg # x. 
Thus Theorem 4 holds when x 4 Z(S). 
Henceforth we assume that x E Z(S) and x $ Z*(G). By Theorem 3, there 
exists h E G such that h-lxh E S and h-lxh # x. Suppose h-lxh E Z(S). 
By Lemma 8, h-lxh and x are conjugate in No(S). In particular, x $ Z(No(S)). 
Let q be a prime divisor of the index of No(S) n Co(x) in N,(S), and let 
Q be a Sylow q-subgroup of No(S). Then q is odd, and Q $ Co(x). Take 
g E Q such that g $ C,(x). Let U be the subgroup of G generated by the 
elements y-iv, y running through No(S). As in the above paragraph, g and 
U satisfy the required properties. 
Thus we may assume that x E Z(S), h E G, h-lxh E S, and h-lxh $ Z(S). 
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Let P = (x), and let T = hSh-1. Since h-lPh $ Z(S), P $ Z(T). By 
Lemma 9, P is not a normal subgroup of T. Therefore we may apply Lemma 
10; take P,, , PI, . . . . P, , and g as in Lemma 10. Let U = P,, . Obviously, 
properties (a) and (c) of Theorem 4 are satisfied. Also, g-lxg # x because 
g-‘Pg # P. Since U 2 S and P = (x) C J&(Z(S)), P C &(Z(U)). By 
part (c) of Lemma 10, Pi C J&(Z(U)) for i = 1, 2,..., r. Therefore 
u = PO = (P,, Pz ,..., P,) CQ,(Z(U)), 
so U is an Abelian group of exponent 2”. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 4. 
COROLLARY 1. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of a jnite group G. Suppose 
x E S. A necessary and su~cient condition for x $Z*(G) is that there exist 
y E C,(x) such that y is conjugate to x in G and y # x. 
Proof. Suppose there exist g E G and y E C,(x) such that y = g-lxg and 
y # X. Then x-5 has even order. Therefore x-lg-lxg = &y +! K(G), and 
x $Z*(G). 
Conversely, if x 6 Z*(G), take g and U as in Theorem 4 and let y = g-lxg. 
COROLLARY 2. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of a finite group G, and let 
Q be a cyclic or generalized quaternion subgroup of S. Suppose Q centralizes 
every involution in S, Q n Z(S) # 1, and Q n Z*(G) = 1. Then there exists 
R C S and g E No(R) such that g has odd prime-power order, Q Z R, and 
Qng-lQg = 1. 
Proof. Let 7 be the unique involution in Q. Then r E Z(S) and r 6 Z*(G). 
Take g and U as in Theorem 4, and let R = C,(U). 
Theorem 4 also yields the following generalization of Theorem 1: 
THEOREM 1'. Let x be an element of a finite group G. Suppose the order 
of x is a power of two. A necessary and ss@cient condition for x to lie in Z*(G) 
is that, for every g E G, g-lx-lgx have odd order. 
By using the Feit-Thompson Theorem [5l and an induction argument 
on the order of G, we obtain the following generalization of a theorem of 
Fischer (Satz 4.1, page 298, of 6): 
COROLLARY 3. Let G be a fkite group, and let rr be a set of odd primes. 
Suppose G’ is the commutator subgroup of G. Assume G is generated by a 
conjugate class D of elements with the foIlowing properties: every element of D 
has order a power of two; and if x and y lie in D, then every prime divisor of the 
order of xy lies in rr. Then G/G’ is isomorphic to (x), and every prime divisor 
of 1 G’ 1 lies in rr, 
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6. GROUPS WITH PRESCRIBED Snow ~-SUBGROUPS 
Let S be a given finite 2-group. Suppose S is a cyclic or generalized 
quaternion group; by Lemma 3, S r\ Z*(G) is non-trivial for every finite 
group that contains 5’ as a Sylow 2-subgroup. In this section we apply 
Theorem 4 to determine some other 2-groups with this property. None of 
these groups is a Sylow 2-subgroup of a finite, simple, non-Abelian group. 
The author thanks Professor J. Thompson for pointing out the following 
application of Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 5. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of a finite group G. Suppose S 
has the form S = C x T, where C is a cyclic group of order 2” and T is a 
group of exponent 2”. Assume m < n. Then: 
(a) Q,-,(C) C Z*(G); and 
(b) G contains a normal subgroup N such that G = NC and N n C = 1. 
Proof. (a) Let y be a generator of C. Let x = y2’” and D = Q,+,(C); 
then x generates D. Suppose x $2*(G). Take g and U as in Theorem 4 
with g of odd order. Now, g normalizes C,(U), and since C C C,(U), 
C,(U) = CX C,(U). Hence D coincides with the set of all elements w2*, 
w E C,(U), and consequently g normalizes D. Since g has odd order and D 
is a cyclic 2-group, g centralizes D. But then glxg = x, contrary to our 
choice of g. Thus x E Z*(G). 
(b) Take x as in part (a). Let V be the transfer mapping of G into S/T, 
let K be the kernel of V, and let r be the index of S in G. Note that r is odd. 
By Lemma 14.4.1, page 206, of 9, 
V(x) = x’, modulo T. 
Since V(xi) = V(x)” = xiv for every integer i, and since DnT=l, 
K n D = 1. Hence K n C is a 2-group with no element of order two and is 
therefore the identity group. Thus V induces an automorphism of C onto 
S/T, so KC = G. Now we may take N = K to satisfy (b). 
Suppose A is a group of automorphisms of a group G. For every g E G 
and (Y E A, we denote the image of g under 01 by g”. If J is a subset of G and 
(Y E A, let F be the set of all the elements g, g E J. We say that 01 (or A) 
jixes an element or subset K of G if Ku = K (or Ku = K, for every (Y E A). 
A fixed element will also be called afixedpoirzt; the set of all such elements 
is the fixed point subgroup of G with respect to (Y (or A). 
COROLLARY 4. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of a finite core-free group G. 
Suppose OL is an automorphism of G of order 2* for some positive integer r. Let 
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2?” be the exponent of S, and let 2” be the exponent of a Sylow 2-subgroup of the 
automorphism group of S. Then: 
(a) If 01 fixes every element of S, then Y < m. 
(b) In any case, Y < m + n. 
Proof. Let A = (a). 
(a) Suppose pi fixes every element of S. Consider the semidirect product 
AG. Clearly, K(AG) = 1 and A n Z(AG) = 1; also, A x S is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of AG. By Theorem 5, 2’ < 2”. 
(b) The number of Sylow 2-subgroups of G is odd. Since A permutes 
these subgroups and ( A ( = 2+, A fixes at least one of them, say, T. Let B 
be the group of all the elements of A that fix every element of T. By (a), 
) B 1 < 2”. But / A/B 1 < 2”. Hence 1 A 1 = / A/B 1 / B I < 2m+n. 
LEMMA 11. Let A be a group of automorphisms of a finite group G such that 
I A I and I G I are relatively prime, Suppose that T is the fixed point subgroup 
of G with respect o A and that H is the “commutator” group (G, A) generated 
by all the elements g-‘gal, g E G, (Y E A. Then G = TH = HT. 
Proof. This is part of Corollary 3 of Theorem 1 of [ 71. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose S is an Abelian Sylow 2-subgroup of a finite core-free 
group G. Let M = No(S) and Z = S n Z(M). Then there exists a subgroup 
N of G such that G = Z x N. 
Proof. Take x E Z. Since S is Abelian, x is conjugate to no other element 
of S, by Lemma 8. By Corollary 1, x E Z*(G) = Z(G). Let I’ be the transfer 
mapping of G into S, and let K be the kernel of I’. As in the proof of Theorem 
5(b), we see that x 6 K. Thus Z C Z(G) and Z n K = 1. 
Let A be the group of automorphisms of S induced by conjugation by 
the elements of M; then 1 A 1 = I M/C,(S) I, which is odd. If g E S, h E M, 
a E A, and h induces OL, theng-lga = g-lh-lgh E K. In the notation of Lemma 
11, (S, A) C K and S = (S, A)Z. Since G/K is isomorphic to a subgroup 
of the 2-group S, G = KS. Thus KZ = K(S, A)Z = KS = G. Now 
we may take N = K. 
COROLLARY 5. Let S be a Sylow 24ubgroup of a $nite core-free group G. 
Suppose S is Abelian and Z(G) = 1. Let (Y be an automorphism of G that has 
order a power of two andfixes every element of S. Then OL is an inner automorphism 
of G. 
Remark. Suppose G is a finite, simple, non-Abelian group. Schreier’s 
conjecture asserts that the automorphism group of G, modulo the inner 
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automorphism group of G, is solvable. Corollary 5 yields some cases of 
Schreier’s conjecture previously obtained by Brauer in some unpublished 
work. Professor J. Thompson has shown that Corollary 5 gives Schreier’s 
conjecture when G has only one conjugate class of involutions and has an 
Abelian Sylow 2-subgroup. 
Proof. Since Z(G) = 1, we may identify each element of G with its 
corresponding automorphism of G; thus we embed G as a normal subgroup 
in the automorphism group of G. Let A = (a), and let H = GA. We 
assume that OL is an outer automorphism. Clearly, K(H) C K(G) = 1 and 
Z*(H) = Z(H) C C,(G) = 1. 
Now, SA is an Abelian Sylow 2-subgroup of H. Let Z = SA n Z(N,(SA)). 
By Theorem 6, Z C Z(H) = 1. Let B be the group of automorphisms of 
SA induced by conjugation by the elements of N,(SA). Clearly 1 B 1 is 
odd, so SA = (SA, B)Z = (SA, B), by Lemma 11. Since GA/G is Abelian, 
g-lh-lgh E SA n G = S for all g E SA and h E N,(SA). Thus SA = 
(SA, B) C S C SA, a contradiction. Thus 01 is an inner automorphism 
of G. 
LEMMA 12. Let S be a finite 2-group of the form Q x T, where Q is a 
generalized quaternion group. Represent S as a direct product of the form 
S = Q1 x Q2 x -a* x Q,, x R, 
when? Q1 , Qz ,--., Qn are all isomorphic to Q and where R is a direct product 
of indecomposable factors that are not isomorphic to Q. For i = 1, 2,...,‘n, let 
7i be the uniqrce involution in Qi . Then: 
(a) If S has the form QO x TO for some subgroup QO that is isomorphic to Q, 
then the unique involution in Q,, is one of the elements r1 . 
(b) Every automorphism of S permutes the elements ri . 
Proof. By the Krull-Schmidt Theorem [9, page 1301, there exists an 
integer i and a central automorphism 01 of S such that Q0 = (Q$. Choose 
g, h E Q( such thatg-lh-lgh = 7i . By the definition of a central automorphism, 
there exist y, z E Z(S) such that g = gy and hoi = hz. Hence 
(rip = (g-lh-lgh)ol = (g”)-l(ha)-lg=h” 
= y-lg-1%~lh-lgyhz = g-lh-lgh = Ti . 
But clearly (7$ is the unique involution in Q0 . This completes the proof 
of (a), and (b) follows readily. 
THEOREM 7. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of a finite group G. Suppose S 
has the form S = Q x S,, , where Q is a generalized quaternion group and 
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Q n Z*(G) = 1. Let T be the unique involution in Q. Then S contains a subgroup 
of the form 
R =Q1 xQ2 x **. xQr, x W 
with the following properties: p is an odd prime; Q = Q1 ; and there exists 
g E No(R) such that the order of g is a power of p,gp centralizes r, and 
Qi = g-+l)Q&l, i = 2, 3 ,..., p. 
Remark. In Theorem 7 we can obtain W = 1 if we replace the condition 
that Q = Qr by the weaker condition that Q and Q1 have a common involu- 
tion. This may be proved by repeated use of Lemma 12, the Krull-Schmidt 
Theorem, and Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 of Il. 
Proof. Clearly, 7 E Z(S) and Q centralizes every involution in S. Take g 
and R as in Corollary 2; then Q C R C S, g E No(R), Q n g-1Qg = 1, 
and the order of g is a power of some odd prime p. By taking a power of g, 
if necessary, we may assume that g-%-g # 7 but g-+g” = 7. For i = 1, 
2 ,‘.., p, let Qi = g-+l)Qgi-l, and let ri be the unique involution in Qi . 
Since QCRcQ x SO, R = Q x (R n SO). By Lemma 12, R has the 
form R = QIo x Qzo x **a x QDO x W, where, for each i, Qi,, is isomorphic 
to Q and ri is the unique involution in QiO . Thus (rl, ~a ,..., 7,) = (TJ x 
(T2) x **a x (7,). 
We claim that (Q1 , Qa , . . ., QP) = Q1 x &a x *a. x Q, . Sinceg normalizes 
R, Qi is normal in R for every i. Suppose i < n and QIQa **a Qi = Q1 x Q2 x 
*** x Qi . Then 
QI(QIQ~ s’s QS n Qt+d C QI(QIQs **. Qi> n Qln,(Qi+J 
= (71 7 72 ,..., Ti) n (Ti+J = 1. 
Hence Q1Q2 . . . Q n Qi+l = 1, so Q1Q2 . . . Qi+i = Qi x Q2 x . . . x Qi+l. 
Thus, by induction, 
(81 , Q2 ,..., Q,> =Ql x82 x a** xQ9. 
Similarly, QrQa *** Q,W is the direct product of Q1Q2 *.* Q, and W. Since 
IRI = IQ,,IIQ,,I-.IQ,,l I WI = lQI”I WI = IQlQz-Qpwl, 
R=Q,Q,...Q,W=Q, xQ2 x **. x Q, x W. This completes the proof 
of Theorem 7. 
COROLLARY 6. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of a jnite group G. Suppose 
S has the form S = Q x So, where Q is a generalized quaternion group. If 
Q n Z*(G) = 1, then So contains a direct product of two subgroups isomorphic 
to Q. 
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THEOREM 8. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of a fkite group G. Suppose S 
has the form Q x S,, , where Q is a generalized quaternion group of order 
2n+l and where every involution in SO lies in the nth term of the upper central 
series, Z,(S,). Then Z*(G) # 1. 
Proof. For every subgroup H of G, we let I’,(H) be the nth term of the 
lower central series of H. 
Let T=Gr(S)and W=C,(T). Since QcWrQxS,, W=QX 
(W n S,). Represent W in the form W = Q1 x Qz x *a* x Q,. x R, where 
Qi is isomorphic to Q for each i, and R is a direct product of indecomposable 
factors that are not isomorphic to Q. Let ri be the unique involution in Qi , 
i = 1, 2,..., Y, and set -r equal to ~~7~ *a* or . We claim that 7 E Z*(G). 
Assume 7 $2*(G). By definition, T and W are characteristic subgroups 
of S. By Lemma 12(b), every element of No(W) centralizes 7. Therefore 
7 E Z(S). Take g and U as in Theorem 4; we may assume that g has odd 
order. Then g normalizes U and C,(U), and g-%g # 7. 
Since U is an elementary Abelian group, C,(U) contains U and W. Let 
V = C,(U). Now, 7 E r,(W) C r,(V). If h E No(U) n No(V), then 
h-%h E r,(V). Since V is generated by all such elements h-%h, U is contained 
in r,(V). Hence UC r,(S). By Theorem 10.3.6, page 156, of 9, r,(S) 
centralizes Z,(S). Since T c Z,(S), T Z C,(U) = V. Consequently, 
T = Q2,( V). Therefore g normalizes T and g normalizes C,(T), which equals 
W. But No(W) centralizes 7, while g-%g # 7. This contradiction completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 8 was suggested by the following application of Theorem 4, 
for which the author thanks Professor M. Suzuki. 
COROLLARY 7. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of a jinite group G. Suppose 
Shas theform S =Q x S,,, where Q is a generalized quaternion group and 
where every involution in S, lies in the center of So . Then Z*(G) # 1. 
The author is indebted to Professors J. Alperin and J. Thompson for 
calling his attention to the following particular case: 
COROLLARY 8. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of a $nite group G. If S is a 
direct product of a number of generalized quaternion groups, then Z*(G) # 1. 
Note added in proof. Since this paper was written, Professor Brauer’s 
results on Schreier’s conjecture have appeared in [2’]. 
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